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Strong Lensing

A distant galaxy or quasar 

produces multiple, highly 

distorted images because 

of the gravitational field of 

the foreground galaxy or 

a nearby massive 

astronomical body.
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A closer look at Strong 

Gravitational Lenses

Image, taken with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope. The two 
eyes are the galaxies SDSSCGB 8842.3 and SDSSCGB 8842.4 and the 
misleading smile lines are actually arcs caused by strong gravitational 
lensing. 
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The image of an Einstein cross 2237+0305 as an example of a 
gravitational lens. The explanation for this pattern claims that it  is 
produced by a galaxy which deflects the light from a quasar into four 
dist inct images



Why SLs are Important

To estimate the universe’s dark matter 
distribution.

To constrain the cosmological models.

To measure the Hubble constant 
independently of cosmic distance 
ladder
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Upcoming Large Scale Surveys

➢ The advanced missions such as the Euclid, and LSST is expected 

to find around 105 from around 109 astronomicalobjects.

➢ Non-automated techniques will be highly challenging and 

time-consuming.

➢ We propose a new automated architecture based on the 

principle of self-attention to find SLs.
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Bologna Lens Challenge
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➢ This dataset mocks a ground 

based, multi-band survey.

➢ The training set 20'000 x 4 images.

➢ The challenge data set consists of 

100'000, (101 x 101) px images in 

each of four bands (u,g,r,i).

Metcalf et al. 2019



Metrics for Evaluation 
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➢ Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) assesses the overall ability of 

a classifier to distinguish between classes.

➢ TPR0 is defined as the highest TPR reached, as a function of the p threshold, before a single 

false positive occurs in the test set of 100,000 cases.

➢ TPR10 is defined as the TPR at the point where less than ten false positives are made.



Self-Attention to Find SLs

 All the current models in 

astronomy uses CNNs even 

though the current state-of-

art techniques in computer 

vision uses transformers 
and EfficientNets.

 Can self-attention based 

models or transformers can 
replace CNNs in astronomy ?
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Transformer model for Strong Lens 

Detection
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We can assume that the Encoder

model works in 3 phases.

• CNN – To extract the Features

• Encoder – To filter the relevant Features

of the image

• FFN – To learn the relevant Features

Thuruthipilly et al. 2022



Results From the Models
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Thuruthipilly et al. 2022



Transformer Encoder vs CNN 
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➢ The Encoder Networks

performs better than the

CNN.

➢ The Encoder depends on the

CNN to extract the features,

and the model is only as

good as the CNN, but always

better.

The Confusion matrix of the Convolution 
Model 3 (Accuracy = 89.91) on the 
Challenge data.

The Confusion matrix of the Transformer 
model 7 (Accuracy = 91.45) with 
Convolut ion Model 3 as the backbone
on the Challenge data.

Thuruthipilly et al. 2022
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Stability 

Since the Encoder is based on self-attention, the encoder layers prevent the model from

overfitting by only learning the useful features extracted by the CNN and provides more

stability to the Model.

Variation of Loss Function with epochs for Lens Detector 13 and CNN 3, respectively. 

Thuruthipilly et al. 2022



Prediction Capacity

The encoder model can assign a probability for an input to 
be lens (P ≈ 1) or non-lens (P ≈ 0) with greater confidence 
than the CNN. 
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Thuruthipilly et al. 2022



Testing 

on KiDS survey images
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Kilo Degree 

Survey (KiDS)

➢ KiDS, the Kilo-Degree Survey, 
is a large optical imaging 
survey in the Southern sky

➢ Using the VLT Survey 
Telescope (VST), located at 
the ESO Paranal 
Observatory, KiDS has 
mapped 1350 square 
degrees of the night sky in 
four broad-band filters (u, g, 
r, i).
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Preliminary Tests on KiDS data

We are searching for lensing galaxies z_l < 0.4 in KiDS DR4

We created cutouts of 200 tiles (~20 % of total)

Cutouts of galaxies in 4 and 3 optical filters givento two different models

Most probable candidates (prediction probability > 0.95) are human inspected
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Human Inspection

➢ Candidateswere checked by multiple

humans (4 people).

➢ Scores: 5 (sure), 3 (maybe), 1

(interesting), 0 (nope).

➢ Candidates that were recognized by at

least 2 poeple as potencial lens or got 5 

(sure lense were further considered).
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5 : For sure a bear



Some numbers

➢ We test our model on ∼200 tiles

➢ With only a redshift selection we get 
∼1'500'000 galaxies

➢ Our model selects

o 16 389 candidates

o ∼ 70 HQ strong lens

o 0.4% true positives
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➢ KiDS collaboration found 268 HQ 

strong lens candidates in ∼1300 tiles.

➢ In Li et al. 2021 (latest publication) 

they use two ResNets trained on 

Synthetic data and 

tested it on ∼300 tiles.

➢ After the galaxy selection the model 

retrieves out of ∼1'500'000 galaxies

o 5 810 candidates

o 97 HQ strong lenses

o 1.7% true positives Too many false positives!



Pitfalls and 

False 
Positives - I
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The training data is purely simulated and relatively 
simple compared to the data from the KiDS survey.

We are looking for SLs in the entire data sample, 
whereas the previous searches on KiDS only focused 
on the Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) and 
bright galaxies (BGs).

We have not cleaned the data to remove glitched 
images.

As a result, the number of false positives in the 
candidate sample can be high.



Pitfalls and False Positives - I

An example from simulated dataset
A real strong gravitational strong lens seen 

from the survey
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Pitfalls and False Positives - II
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Our prodigal candidate !!!



Pitfalls and False Positives - III
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Probability assigned 

by our model 

= 0.99998873

Probability assigned 

by our model 

= 0.973774



BUT...
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We found one lens :')
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and then more
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Work in Progress...

The simulated images are clearly too different from 

the real life lenses – We know it!

Future perspectives:

 Retrain on real life lenses

 Apply data augmentation

 Keep training with an active learning approach

We will keep you posted! Wish us luck
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Summary

Encoder models have more stability than CNN’s, which minimizes the need for 
monitoring.

The architecture proposed here is very simple and robust and has a high resistance 
to overfitting.

The proposed method might be complementary to the methods used previouslyon 
KiDS data – we find some lenses!

On going project!
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Thank you

QUESTIONS ?
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Backup
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No of Heads and Encoders 

➢ Increasing the number of heads and the depth of the Encoder fastens the learning curve for the model and give
better performance.

➢ The Encoder's performance depends upon the total no of parameters; the more the parameters, the better the
learning curve and validation accuracy.
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Transfer Learning

➢ Training time was considerably lowered by using transfer learning.

➢ Models without Transfer learning performs slightly better than Models with pretrained CNNs.



Encoder Models vs Models participated 

in the Challenge 

Name AUROC TPR0 TPR10 Model Type

Lens Detector 16 0.962 0.225 0.24 Transformer

Manchester SVM 0.93 0.220 0.35 SVM/Gabor

Lens Detector 11 0.966 0.219 0.34 Transformer

Lens Detector 15 0.978 0.14 0.48 Transformer

CMU-DeepLens

Resnet-ground3 

0.98 0.09 0.45 CNN

LASTRO EPFL 0.97 0.07 0.11 CNN
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TRP0

Lens Detector 16 surpassed all 
the models participated in the 
Challenge. 
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Name AUROC TPR0 TPR10 Model Type

Lens Detector 9 0.959 0.0 0.789 Transformer

Lens Detector 8 0.954 0.0 0.758 Transformer

Lens Detector 17 0.973 0.0 0.717 Transformer

CMU-DeepLens

Resnet-ground3 

0.98 0.09 0.45 CNN

Manchester SVM 0.93 0.220 0.35 SVM/Gabor

LASTRO EPFL 0.97 0.07 0.11 CNN

TRP10

Lens Detector 9 surpassed all the 
models participated in the 
Challenge. 
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Name AUROC TPR0 TPR10 Model Type

CMU-DeepLens

Resnet-ground3 

0.98 0.09 0.45 CNN

Lens Detector 21 0.98 0.0 0.64 Transformer

CMU-DeepLens 

Resnet-Voting

0.98 0.02 0.10 CNN

Lens Detector 15 0.978 0.140 0.48 Transformer

Lens Detector 18 0.976 0.113 0.59 Transformer

LASTRO EPFL 0.97 0.07 0.11 CNN

AUROC

Lens Detector 21 scored equal to 
the highest reported AUROC in 
the Challenge. 



Comparison to previous searches

based on KiDS data 1/2

LinKS, Petrillo et al. 2019:

➢ 4 channels model

➢ Lenses associated with galaxies z < 0.4 - 11 out of 41 in the computed tiles

➢ Our method found 4 out of 11

➢ 3 channels model

➢ Lenses connected with galaxies z < 0.4 - 11 out of 41 in the computed tiles

➢ Our method found 3 out of 11

Compared against: https://www.astro.rug.nl/lensesinkids/1_bonus.html
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https://www.astro.rug.nl/lensesinkids/1_bonus.html

